The performance of short polar codes under successive cancellation (SC) and SC list (SCL) decoding is analyzed for the case where the decoder messages are coarsely quantized. This setting is of particular interest for applications requiring lowcomplexity energy-efficient transceivers (e.g., internet-of-things or wireless sensor networks). We focus on the extreme case where the decoder messages are quantized with 3 levels. We show how under SCL decoding quantized log-likelihood ratios lead to a large inaccuracy in the calculation of path metrics, resulting in considerable performance losses with respect to an unquantized SCL decoder. We then introduce two novel techniques which improve the performance of SCL decoding with coarse quantization. The first technique consists of a modification of the final decision step of SCL decoding, where the selected codeword is the one maximizing the maximum-likelihood decoding metric within the final list. The second technique relies on statistical knowledge about the reliability of the bit estimates, obtained through a suitably modified density evolution analysis, to improve the list construction phase, yielding a higher probability of having the transmitted codeword in the list. The effectiveness of the two techniques is demonstrated through simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the inclusion of polar codes [1] , [2] into the 5th generation cellular communications standard [3] , the implementation of efficient polar code decoders has been gaining traction (e.g., [4] , [5] ). The complexity of a decoder (and hence its power consumption and cost) can be reduced by coarsely quantizing the numeric values stored and processed within the decoder. Simultaneously, however, coarse quantization may deteriorate the decoder's error-correction capability.
To the best of our knowledge, so far the only work to study specifically the effect of coarse quantization on polar decoding is [6] . The authors have chosen 3-level (i.e., ternary) quantization after showing that it is the most extreme viable quantization, i.e., no polarization takes place for 2-level (i.e., binary) quantization. It is furthermore argued that even very coarsely quantized decoding algorithms lead to excellent performance [6] since successive cancellation (SC) decoding achieves a sizeable fraction of capacity for the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise (BiAWGN) channel (cf. Fig. 1 ). When Fig. 1 is reparametrized using Eb /N0 (with E b being the energy per information bit and N 0 the single-sided noise power spectral density, cf. Fig. 2) , then a considerable loss in Eb /N0 occurs due to quantization in the decoder, especially at moderate to low code rates (cf. vs.
). This motivates the work on low-complexity techniques to reduce the loss.
We analyze polar code decoding with ternary quantization for short block lengths. In particular, we study the impact of quantization on SC and SC list (SCL) decoding. We show that quantized log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) lead to quantized path metrics (PMs), both of which impair bit estimation and list management of SCL decoders. We devise two novel solutions, namely i) selecting the codeword from the decoder's list based on maximum-likelihood (ML) rather than PM, and ii) utilizing statistical knowledge about the reliability of bit estimates to improve list management. Gains of up to 0.9 dB in Eb /N0 at frame error rate (FER) 10 −3 are demonstrated over conventional quantized SCL decoding for a fixed list size.
In Section II, preliminaries are provided. Then, we present quantized SC and SCL decoders and introduce the first innovation in Section III. In Section IV, our second novel technique is provided. After providing simulation results in Section V, the paper concludes with a summary and outlook.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Notation and Terminology
Regular and bold letters are used for scalar and vector quantities, respectively, while lowercase and uppercase stand for constants or random variable (RV) realizations and their corresponding RVs, respectively. We use uppercase bold letters for matrix constants (confusion with vector RVs is avoided by context), while calligraphic uppercase letters denote sets. For example, λ denotes an LLR value, Λ the corresponding random variable, and L the underlying LLR alphabet. Vectors are column vectors, x (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 )
T , x j i (x i , . . . , x j−1 ) T , and x j x j 0 . Probability densities are denoted as p XY |Z or p(x, y|z), mass functions as P XY |Z or P (x, y|z), the expected value as E[X]. By C P Y |X we denote the capacity of a channel with law P Y |X .
B. Polar Codes
Assume n instances of a binary-input symmetric memoryless (BMS) channel p Y |X are provided. The polar transform G m is defined [1] , [2] as
where P (bitrev) m is the bit-reversal permutation, and F ⊗m denotes the m-fold Kronecker product of F . Using G m , we obtain p Y |U (y|u) p Y |X (y|G m u). Under the assumption of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniform U i , the i-th synthetic channel is defined as
A polar code with block length n 2 m and dimension k is designed by selecting the indices of k synthetic channels into a set I. The k most reliable synthetic channels can be identified, e.g., using density evolution [7] . For encoding, the matrix {G m } I composed of the columns of G m indexed by the elements of I is used as generator matrix.
C. Successive Cancellation Decoding
The synthetic channels lend themselves to efficient successive decoding, as decoding u 0 requires only y, decoding u 1 requires y and knowledge of u 0 , decoding u 2 requires (y, u 0 , u 1 ), and so forth. This yields the successive cancellation (SC) decoder. Upon observing channel output y, the i-th bit u i is estimated from the sign of the corresponding LLR λ i , defined as
The computations of λ i and u i can be defined recursively [7] to achieve an efficient complexity of O(n log(n)). 
D. Density Evolution Analysis of SC Decoding
The performance of SC decoding is analyzed using density evolution. The distribution of Λ i is obtained under two assumptions, namely i) the all-zero codeword is transmitted, and ii) the SC decoder is genie-aided, i.e., rather than usinĝ u i in the computation of λ i (eq. (3)), a genie provides u i .
The recursive computation of λ i is then equivalent to a message-passing procedure over the decoding tree (cf. Fig. 3 ), constructed as follows: The 2 m channel output LLRs λ chi are the leaf nodes of a perfect binary tree of height m. The interior nodes are annotated with either or • depending on the binary
Each interior node applies the variable (•) or check node ( ) operation on the two incoming LLR messages, where
and passes its result upwards. The root node's output is λ i . The so-called min-approximation (eq. (6)) reduces computational complexity with a very limited performance loss [8] . Note that as Λ chi are i.i.d., so are the messages output by each decoding layer. As a result, P Λi is obtained via density evolution analysis [7] .
E. Successive Cancellation List Decoding
In SCL decoding [9] , [10] , several instances of an SC decoder are run in parallel, each for a different hypothesis on the past bit decisions. A vector containing the past bit decisions identifies a so-called decoding path. Each path is associated with an index and a path metric (PM) PM . The SCL decoder starts out with one SC instance corresponding to the empty path, as there are no previous bit decisions. The empty path has PM ∅ 0. For each bit u i , 0 ≤ i < n, and each path , the decoder computes λ ,i and produces the path's two possible offsprings 0 and 1 corresponding toû i = 0 and u i = 1, respectively. (If i ∈ I, only 0 is produced.) Their respective PM 0 and PM 1 are
where the PM update function f PMU (PM, λ, u) is defined as
To mitigate computational complexity, only the L paths with lowest PM are retained at any point, where L is the list size. Upon completion, the collection of pathsû and their corresponding codewordsĉ is called the final list, denoted by C list . The SCL decoder ultimately decides for the path with lowest PM. For each elementû in C list , its PM is related to its likelihood [10, eq. (13)], i.e.,
Hence, selecting the codeword with lowest PM from C list is equivalent to taking an ML decision within the list. This holds true for the unquantized SCL decoder. However, as we will see in Section III-B, this is not necessarily true when the LLRs processed within the decoder are quantized. A lower bound on the block error probability of ML decoding (referred to as ML-LB) of a polar code can be estimated via Monte Carlo simulation of SCL decoding by artificially adding the transmitted codeword to C list before taking a decision [9] .
Since the relation between PM and likelihood of a path does not hold for quantized SCL decoders, we use different frame error rate (FER) definitions as metrics for list decoding: PM-FER refers to the FER of an SCL decoder which uses PM to select the codeword from its final list. In contrast, we write LML-FER when ML is used as selection criterion. Finally, List-FER is the list error rate, where a list error is declared whenever the transmitted codeword is not in the final list. 
with reconstruction values −1 → −∆, 0 → 0, +1 → +∆. The channel from X to Λ (q) ch can be seen as a binary error and erasure channel (BEEC). The quantization threshold δ is chosen to maximize the capacity of the BEEC. When λ (q) ch is input to an unquantized decoder, we choose ∆ to match the LLRs for the BEEC. When λ (q) ch is input to a quantized decoder, we choose ∆ 1. Experiments corroborate robustness of decoder performance to this choice. 1 
III. QUANTIZED POLAR CODE DECODING A. Quantized SC Decoding
In Section II-C, we revisit how SC decoding is viewed as a message-passing procedure over trees (cf. Fig. 3 ). This is a natural junction at which to separate the SC decoding algorithm (i.e., the sequence of operations) from the specifics of the underlying LLR algebra (L, , •, −), which is a set of possible LLR values L with operations , •: L × L → L and − : L → L. Given any LLR algebra L, an L-SC decoder and a corresponding density evolution are readily instantiated. This abstraction provides a framework to analyze 'plain' quantized SC(L) decoders and more involved constructions in Section IV.
The 3-level quantized L 3 -SC decoder uses L 3 {0, ±1}, with operations defined analogous to the min-sum rules (eqs (4) and (6)), but clipped to L 3 (cf. Table I ). We refer to the unquantized SC decoder as L ∞ -SC decoder.
We compare L ∞ -SC decoding for BiAWGN and 3Q-Bi-AWGN with L 3 -SC decoding for 3Q-BiAWGN. Polar codes with n ∈ {128, 256} and R = 1 /2 were designed using density evolution [7] . At FER 10 −3 , a loss of 0.8 dB in Eb /N0 is caused by channel output quantization, and a further loss of 1.2 dB in Eb /N0 is caused by quantized decoding. These losses are in the range predicted by previous asymptotic analysis (cf. Fig. 2) .
B. Quantized SCL Decoding
We extend the L-SC and SCL into the L-SCL decoder. In SCL decoding, the PM update is approximated [10, eq. (12)] f PMU (PM, λ, u) ≈ PM + max 0, (−1) 1−u λ .
This approximation is not suited for quantized decoding, e.g., for L 3 and u = 0 it maps both λ ∈ {0, +1} to the same PM update. We therefore use the refinement [11, eq. (3.8)], (2) .
(13)
We use the reconstruction values as λ for quantized LLRs. As for the unquantized SCL decoder in Section II-E, the conventional quantized L-SCL decoder selects the path with lowest PM from its final list C list . Note that quantized LLRs undergo severe distortion due to rounding and clipping. This carries over to PMs. PMs computed from imprecise LLRs do not preserve the order in likelihood among paths and become de-facto quantized. Both effects render PMs little useful for selecting a path from C list .
We compare L ∞ -SCL for BiAWGN and 3Q-BiAWGN with L 3 -SCL for 3Q-BiAWGN using the codes from Section III-A, varying L ∈ {1, 32, 128}. As expected, L 3 -SCL decoding improves over L 3 -SC decoding, e.g., 0.8 dB in Eb /N0 at FER 10 −3 for n = 256 and R = 1 /2. But the same gains hold for L ∞ -SCL vs. L ∞ -SC over 3Q-BiAWGN, so that the gap due to quantization in the decoder remains unaltered. There are considerable gaps between List-FER and PM-FER of L 3 -SCL, which suggests that often the transmitted codeword is contained in SCL's final list but not selected according to PM.
C. Quantized SCL Decoding with In-List ML
A final list C list is formed via the L-SCL decoding procedure as in Section III-B. Within the list C list of candidate codewords, the ML rule is applied to select the most likely codeword, i.e., c ML = arg max c∈Clist P (y|c).
(14)
Simulations show that in-list ML reliably achieves either i) the PM-FER of L ∞ -SCL, or ii) the List-FER of L 3 -SCL (whichever is worse, both over 3Q-BiAWGN). For i), no improvement can be expected as L ∞ -SCL tightly matches the ML-LB. But then, ii) suggests that quantization causes the transmitted codeword to often be inadvertently removed from the list during decoding. This prompts the development of techniques to enhance list management in SCL in Section IV.
IV. LIST ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
We use statistical knowledge about the LLRs computed during unquantized decoding to modify the behavior of a quantized decoder in such a way that it mimics the behavior of the unquantized decoder as closely as possible, given only the instantaneous information contained in its quantized LLRs. In particular, we modify the quantized decoder to emulate the PM update step of an unquantized decoder.
Let f (i) ∆PM (λ i , u i ) be the PM increment of a path ui that computed LLR λ i and decided for bit u i . In an L 3 -SCL decoder, f Then, the mean squared error between the PM updates in the unquantized and the quantized decoder is minimized witĥ
Hence the name expected path metric updates (EPMU). The remainder of this section describes a construction for obtaining P Λ (unq) i Λ (q) i , based on the L-SC decoder abstraction introduced in Section III-A. To this end, imagine a joint decoder composed of an unquantized and a quantized decoder (cf. Fig. 4 ). Both decoders operate on the same channel realization, i.e., the Λ (q) chi and Λ (unq) chi are not independent. The output for the i-th synthetic channel of the joint decoder is Λ (unq) i , Λ (q) i . A joint density evolution, under the assumptions of all-zero transmitted codeword and genie-aided SC decoding, as in Section II-D, is used to analyze the joint decoder in order to obtain P Λ (unq)
Note that the joint decoder depicted in Fig. 4 can be viewed as a L (3,∞) -SC decoder with L (3,∞) L 3 × L ∞ , where the LLR operations are reduced to those of the underlying quantized and unquantized decoder, i.e.,
Furthermore, recall that under the all-zero transmitted codeword assumption, the BiAWGN channel output Y is Gaussian,
. When λ (unq) ch and λ (q) ch are computed from the same channel realization y, as is the case for the joint decoder at hand, only tuples λ (q) ch , λ (unq) ch ∈ L L −1 ∪ L 0 ∪ L +1 can occur, with
Then,
. Obviously, Λ (q) ch and Λ (unq) ch are not independent. Density evolution is carried out on the L (3,∞) -SC decoder to
conditional on the all-zero codeword assumption. The unconditional distribution is then obtained by symmetry as
EPMUs are designed from P Λ (unq) i Λ (q) i using eq. (15). 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations demonstrate that the proposed techniques boost quantized polar code decoding across a wide range of scenarios. Our figure of merit is Eb /N0 at a target FER of 10 −3 .
A. Rate 1 /2
In Fig. 5(a) , we consider the codes from Sections III-A and III-B with R = 1 /2, n = 256 and L = 32. In-list ML L 3 -SCL gains 0.5 dB over conventional L 3 -SCL and tightly matches its List-FER ( , , ). EPMU enables a further gain of 0.2 dB by improving the List-FER ( , ). Overall, 0.7 dB of the 1.2 dB losses due to quantization in the conventional decoder are reclaimed using the proposed low complexity techniques ( , , ). Finally, further gains can be achieved by increasing L (e.g., for L = 128, the gap from L 3 -SCL with in-list ML and EPMU to the ML-LB of L ∞ -SCL reduces to 0.2 dB [11, Fig. 4.8]) .
B. Low Code Rate
In Fig. 5(b) , we consider the Reed-Muller code with n = 256 and R = 37 /256 ≈ 0.145, which is in the low rate regime where pronounced losses due to quantization are expected (cf. Fig. 2 ). At L = 128, the losses amount to 1.9 dB ( , ). While in-list ML alone brings no considerable gain ( , ), EPMU enables a gain of 0.9 dB ( , ).
VI. CONCLUSION We analyzed the effects of coarse quantization on SC and SCL decoding of polar codes with short block lengths. Quantized LLRs lead to quantized PMs, both of which impair bit estimation and list management. We demonstrated that in-list ML and EPMU can overcome these impairments, providing gains of up to 0.9 dB in Eb /N0 at FER 10 −3 over conventional quantized SCL decoding for the provided examples.
